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SHOULD YOU BET
ON MIKE
DILLARD?
Mike Dillard, founder of online site,
The Elevation Group, says that
we’re coming up on “the greatest
wealth transfer in human history.
You’re either going to be on the
right side of that transfer or the
wrong side.”
----Inspiration spurred Mike Dillard
to launch The Elevation Group,
an online educational resource
for investing, after seeing the
havoc the financial crash of 2008
wreaked on his family and friends.
According to the site’s tagline, the
Elevation Group is a membership
website designed to “empower
the people of the world with the
investing strategies of the ultrarich.”

Dillard started a company called
Magnetic Sponsoring, where he
brought direct response internet marketing techniques to the
network marketing world. Magnetic Sponsoring offers training
products specifically for network
marketers on topics such as marketing, advertising, recruiting, generating leads and using Google
Adwords.
Retiring in 2010 to launch The
Elevation Group, Dillard ceded
the Magnetic Sponsoring reins to
business partner, Tim Erway.

Like millions of others, Dillard read
Robert Kiyosaki’s bestselling book,
Rich Dad, Poor Dad. Kiyosaki’s
advice to forgo traditional “scrimp
and save” advice and instead build
wealth through owning assets
resonated with Dillard. Frustratingly, the book doesn’t elaborate
on the “assets” concept.
Network Marketing
Millionaire
In the late 2000s, Mike Dillard
made his name in the network
marketing or multi-level marketing
industry. (Network marketing refers to businesses where the sales
force is compensated for the sales
they personally generate, as well
as for the sales of the other salespeople that they recruit. Think
Amway, USANA, Legal Shield,
Arbonne and Herbalife.)
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Robert
Hirsch
CEO

Unlocking the
Black Box
ow armed with his perN sonal fortune, made
through Magnetic Sponsoring, Dillard set out to protect
it from the Great Recession by
researching how the richest men
in the world invested their money.
He says that The Elevation Group
started in late 2010 as an online
diary, earning $10 million in revenue in ten months and grew to
40,000 members in two years.

illard explains the
EVG this way,
“We actually go
and interview
the best investors that are also
educators…guys like Tom Wheelwright, author of the book, Tax
Free Wealth. Tom is our CPA. We
interview him to teach our members about concepts like tax deferment and tax avoidance.”

D

Members pay approximately
$2000 per year for interviews with
financial experts and access to
EVG founders’ virtual rolodex.
A press release issued by The Elevation Group (PRweb.com, Sep
04, 2012) promoting an upcoming guest expert call makes some
bold claims about the company’s
investment success:
“The Elevation Group strives to
provide alternative investment
strategies that go against the
grain of commonly held personal
financial advice. The Elevation
Group recognizes that the classic model of ‘Get a job, invest in
your IRA/410K and retire at 65’
no longer works in the post-2008
world. Over the last four years,
The Elevation Group has worked
on a ‘Wealth Blueprint for the
New Economy’ that has produced
810% in returns.”
Business Coach to CEO
Robert Hirsch is The Elevation
Group’s CEO. He first began
working with Dillard as a business
coach, helping him to scale Magnetic Sponsoring. After the selfimposed 13-month limit he applied
to all coaching engagements,
Hirsch moved on to work with
other clients, with a strong feeling
that he and Dillard would partner
in the future.
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From starting a chain of bead
shops as a teen to running a private equity fund, Hirsch has been
in the entrepreneurial game for
more than twenty years.
His bio emphasizes his direct response and internet marketing
experience:

“Robert's business adventures have included
riding the first wave of
the dot-com boom as
a venture-backed CEO,
a stint as director of internet marketing for Siemens AG, consolidating the adventure travel
industry as founder of
Adventure Central, and,
most recently running a
private equity fund with
a portfolio of seven companies primarily centered
on direct response marketing and technology.
Consulting through South
Fork Ventures, he has
helped six companies to
grow from the $5 million
to $50-million dollar level
and prepare for liquidity
events.”
When Dillard needed a full-time
CEO at the helm of EVG, it was
a no brainer to call on his dream
candidate, Hirsch. A flight from
Hirsch’s home base in Denver to
EVG’s headquarters in Austin followed. Hirsch interviewed and
took on the CEO role while EVG
was still in its first year.

Oracle of Doom, Beacon
of Hope
Part fevered doomsday scenarios,
part Forbes 400 aspiration, The
Elevation Group’s website copy
stokes emotions with blurbs like,
“Are we truly on the brink of economic collapse?”
“How the rich get richer with cash
flow banking.”
The Elevation Group’s series of
launch videos kicks off with a dire
message: fear the future. The first
video, posted December 2010
on YouTube is titled Warning. It
predicts hyperinflation to hit the
United States in 2012.
Likewise, the first post on The
Elevation Group’s blog laments
America’s decline:
“I am fascinated by the world we
live in today, America in particular…
What was once the shining beacon of hope, leadership, and
freedom around the world, is fast
becoming a wasteland divided
– with looters on one side, and
the sheeple who willingly tradein their pride, their dreams, and
their honor as men – in exchange
for hand-outs like social security,
unemployment, and food stamps,
referred to as ‘benefits’ by the
looters.
The Land of the Free, and the
Home of The Brave, has become
the ‘Land of the Slaves and Home
of The Victims’.”
The post goes on to include a
2500-word excerpt from Ayn
Rand’s Atlas Shrugged.
Instead of doom and gloom however, Dillard says that EVG is ac-

its role, acting as an “introducing
broker” and soliciting orders in a
$53 million forex trading scheme
led by Australian Senen Pousa
through his company Investment
Some of the non-traditional invest- Intelligence Corporation's, dba
ProphetMax.
ments introduced on EVG? Investing in physical gold and silver,
A consent decree filed in the U.S.
apartment complexes, as well as
District Court for the Western
oil and gas wells.
District of Texas September 18,
One of the most interesting wealth 2012, states that Dillard and The
Elevation Group “solicited clients
building concepts EVG has feafor Managed FX ("TIC"), managed
tured is called “cash flow bankforex investment. Dillard has never
ing.” Dillard explains that cash
been registered with the Commisflow banking allows individuals to
set up their own bank based on a sion in any capacity, nor has he
very specific type and structure of sought or does he qualify for exemption from registration.”
life insurance policy. According to
the EVG website, this little known
strategy guarantees a return of at
In a post on the EVG website also
least 2% per year, without risk of
dated September 18, Dillard tells
principal, can be withdrawn withhis side of the story. He says that
out penalty and protects funds
once he learned of the fraud, he
from lawsuits or shared assets in
returned all commissions from the
divorce proceedings.
referrals made to IIC [a requirement of the consent decree] and
Mike is quick to point out that
attempted to file a class action
neither he nor his partner Robsuit against Pousa and IIC.
ert Hirsch are financial advisors.
Rather, they are interviewers who
chronicle where “the ultra rich” are The Future of The Elevation Group and Predicinvesting their money.
Hirsch adds, “We don’t teach any- tions for 2013
thing. We’re not licensed to. What
n a conversation
we do is videos... we went down
in the last few
to Necker Island to interview Richweeks of 2012,
ard Branson.. it’s really alternate
Dillard and Hirsch
investment strategies.”
offered these
thoughts on the
Interviewers, Not Investlong term vision for The Elevation
ment Advisors
Group and their predictions for
Licensing is no small concern. The 2013.
U.S. has strict rules governing investment advice and profiting from The Mayan calendar’s end-ofadvice giving. Earlier this year, Dil- days prediction would prove
lard and The Elevation Group were wrong…probably. Hirsch jokingly
points out that his wedding in
charged with registration violaSouth Pacific paradise, the Cook
tions by U.S. Commodity Futures
Islands, was set on December
Trading Commission (CFTC) for
tually about opportunity. “People
who are looking through the world
with an eye of opportunity, it’s
never been greater.”

I
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20th, “just to be safe.”
Dillard believes that events such
as the recent shooting in Newtown, CT, that left 27 people dead
will heat up political discord. “Diverging opinions between conservatives and liberals will come
to a head in 2013, especially
around gun control.”
“The amount of change we’re going through right now is unprecedented…we’re on shifting sands.
We’ve kicked the financial cans
down the road with tools such
as quantitative easing, which is
federal speak for printing money,”
says Hirsch.
Regarding the future of The Elevation Group, Hirsch has bold
plans, “Short to medium term,
how do we empower the middle
class with the strategies of the
ultra rich? Our long term vision
is to use EVG as a launch pad
to reinvent our education system
to teach them the difference between contributing to society and
putting their hand out for a benefit.”

INTERNET CONNECTION REQUIRED

Lori Nash Byron is the
founder of FamousinYourField.com, a
consulting and training
company for professionals and solo entrepreneurs who want to
build a powerful brand
and grow their business through speaking,
publishing and publicity.

